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Athalye, N. V.— Kalandika-Prakasa   of   Somanatha   Vyasa.
In No. 1434 pp. 39-48.	[741
A  study of the  work written at the beginning of  the  nineteenth
century A. D.   It is an  epitome of all knowledge, ancient as well as
modern writers in simple lucid Sanskrit.
Athavie,  R.  B.  and Naware, H.  R.    Eds* —
(Sanskrit-English   text).   Crown   16mo,    pp.  368,  Sharda
Mudranalaya, Ahmedabad, 1941.	[742
Malvikagnimitra, a drama critically edited, with a complete transla-
tion into English.
Avalaskar, S. V. — Navaratnamala a Poem on Sekhoji Angre.
(Marathi test).   BISlfQ. XXII, Ft. 1, pp. 9-13.	[743
A poem by Saiva Mayuresa dated 1732. It contains 15 verses which
have no allusion to any historical event except Sekhoji's capture of
Ratnagiri and the mention of his minister Raghava.
Ayyangar, E. Raghava— Tamil Varalaru, Vol. I, (Tamil text).
*pp. 358. Annamalai University, Annamalainagar, 1941. [744
- The first volume of the history of Tamil literature to the end of
Tholcappianar, 2nd century B. C. Exhibits the critical study of the
author in Tamil literature combined with a comparative study of
Sanskrit works like Ramayana and the Mahabharata.
Banerjee, Anukulckandra — The Sutrasamuccaya. JHQ. XVII.
pp. 121-126.	[745
A work of doubtful authorship. The Sanskrit original is lost but
it is preserved in the Tibetan translation. The writer gives the titles
of works— Tibetan and Sanskrit — from which quotations appear in the
text. Concludes that there were two texts of Sutrasamuccaya, one by
Santideva and the other by Nagarjuna, and that Santideva regarded
the work of Nagarjuna as of great importance and recommended its
more careful study than that of his own.
B?uierji-Sastri, A,— [The   Blue   Grove]  by  W.  G.   Archer,
London, 1940.   See ABIHL III, No. 946.	[746
" This intriguing title marks probably the first attempt to render
the poetry of the Uraons with an eye of its ultimate ethnological
significance. The Dance poems, Cultivation poems, Marriage poems
und Dialogues, Omens and Riddles of the Uraons have been collected
tract by tract, assorted and critically appraised in striking contrast
to the sporadic, reminiscent and unsifted observations of almost all
the authors who have handled such themes up till now ". JBQRS.

